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The  purpose  of this  study  was  to  evaluate  the  use  of  the  biodegradable  poly(l-lactide)  (PLLA)  as  a gastro-
jejunal  tube  anchored  in the  duodenum  for duodenal  exclusion.  PLLA  film  was  fabricated  using  a  hot
melting  process  to a thickness  of around  40–50  �m and  was  then  immersed  in  human  gastric  juice to
estimate  the  in  vitro  biodegradability  behavior.  PLLA  film  was  more  biodegradable  in  human  gastric  juice
than  in  HCl  and  PBS.  Measurements  of weight  loss  indicated  that 60%  of  original  the  PLLA  was  lost after  42
ilm
ot melting
astric juice

days  of  incubation.  Surface  functional  group  characterization,  thermal  stability,  and  surface  morphology
of the  degraded  PLLA  film  in  human  gastric  juice  showed  that  the  decomposed  sections  of  the  PLLA film
were primarily  from  the  amorphous  region.  The  degradation  of  the  PLLA  film  in  human  gastric  juice began
with the erosion  of continuous  nanocavities  in  the  range  of  100–200  nm  on  the PLLA  surface  over  the
course  of 21  days. The  PLLA  film  collapsed  and  spiral  PLLA  fiber  was obtained  after  42  days  of  decomposing
in  human  gastric  juice.
. Introduction

The number of overweight and obese is increasing at an alarm-
ng rate in both developing and developed country [1].  Obese
ave substantially increased morbidity and mortality from obesity-
elated complications, such as type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular
isease, and several types of cancer [2–4]. Roux-en-Y gastric bypass
RYGB) is the most common and considered the gold standard
eight loss surgery in United States. Diabetes blood sugar control

an also be achieved after gastric bypass surgery by removing the
uodenum from the nutrient flow (duodenal exclusion). Therefore,

 lot of materials have been fabricated in tubular device anchored
n the duodenum for duodenal exclusion has been investigated for
xploring the mechanism of blood sugar control and weight loss
fter RYGB [5–7]. However, previously used materials have not
een biodegradable and had to be removed when complications
ccurred. The development of a biodegradable tubular device may
acilitate the understanding of the mechanism by which RYGB leads
o weight loss.
Among broadly studied biopolymers, PLLA constitutes a class
f biocompatible and biodegradable polyesters that already have
xtensive clinical uses as approved materials for implantable

∗ Corresponding author. Fax: +886 2 2730 3733.
E-mail address: h.c.tsai@mail.ntust.edu.tw (H.-C. Tsai).

169-4332/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.02.087
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

resorbable biomaterials such as sutures and screws [8].  PLLA
degrades by the hydrolysis of ester linkages into low molecu-
lar weight molecules which can be either removed through the
renal system [9].  Hydrolysis is a kind of chemical degradation,
which occurs by the cleavage of chemical bonds in the main chain
through a reaction with water. Hydrolysis is initiated by protona-
tion by proton in the water [10] and then cleavage of the ester
linkage. The hydrolytic degradation of bulk PLLA materials was
reported to occur both by surface erosion and bulk erosion mech-
anisms. The surface erosion mechanism of polymer degradation
occurs only at the interface of polymer and water. However, bulk
erosion refers to uniform degradation throughout whole polymer
[11,12]. In addition, the degradation of PLLA by enzymes has been
widely investigated since 1981 [13]. It has been reported that pro-
teinase K, one of the most commonly environmental enzymatic,
can be used for studying the enzymatic degradation of PLLA. More-
over, the enzymatic degradation of PLLA occurred preferentially
in the amorphous region of the PLLA [14], and the crystallinity of
the PLLA had a significant effect on the degradation rate [15–19].
Although much has been reported on the degradation of PLLA in
environmental enzymes and acidic hydrolytic surroundings, lit-
tle has been reported on the biodegradation behavior of PLLA in

digestive enzymes. Moreover, previous studies on degradable PLLA
materials in digestive enzymes were focused on nanoparticles for
application in oral drug carrier design [20], unrelated to PLLA film
implantation in digestive organs.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.02.087
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01694332
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/apsusc
mailto:h.c.tsai@mail.ntust.edu.tw
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.02.087
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4.2. Weight loss measurement of degraded PLLA film

In order to produce a suitable biodegradable RYGB tubular
device, the PLLA film was first immersed in human gastric juice
0 H.-M. Chang et al. / Applied 

In order to design a suitable PLLA tubular device for RYGB appli-
ation, a PLLA film was fabricated using a hot embossing method at
80 ◦C, and the degradation behavior was investigated by immers-

ng this film in human gastric juice. The surface morphology, surface
hemical structure, and thermal degradation of the degraded PLLA
lm were studied through scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
ourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and thermal gravi-
etric analysis (TGA).

. Experiment

.1. Materials

Poly(l-lactide) pellets of commercial grade were purchased
rom Sigma–Aldrich. The Mn  of this PLLA was between 85,000 and
60,000 Da. Phosphate buffer saline was purchase from Gibico®.
ydrochloric acid (32%) was purchased from Merck. All of mate-

ials were used without any purification. The major components
f human gastric juice are gastric acid and digestive enzymes. The
H of gastric acid is between 1.35 and 3.5, and the acid can digest
roteins by activating digestive enzymes. Pepsinogen is the main
astric digestive enzyme and is activated by gastric acid into its
ctive form, pepsin. Pepsin can break down long protein chains
nto shorter chains of amino acids.

.2. Preparation of PLLA film

PLLA films were fabricated by a melt-pressing technique using
 carver press with preheating to 180 ◦C, and the PLLA pellets were
laced between the two heated plates and allowed to heat to 180 ◦C
or 10 min. The film was cooled to room temperature at the same
ressure for approximately 6 h to maintain thickness. A pressure of
0,000 pounds was applied to the sandwich until the film cooled
o room temperature. The resulting PLLA films had a thickness of
round 40–50 �m and were suitable for use as tubular devices in
he duodenum. The PLLA films were kept in a desiccator for future
tudies.

.3. Degradation of PLLA film

Three PLLA films weighing 8 mg  each were immersed in an
queous solution of human gastric juice, HCl (pH 2.6), and phos-
hate buffer solution (PBS), then agitated in a warm-water bath
aintained at a constant temperature of 37 ◦C for up to 2 months.

he aqueous solutions were exchanged every week. Thereafter, the
amples were withdrawn from the aqueous solutions for each time
oint, dried at room temperature for 24 h, and weighed until con-
tant weights were obtained. Finally, the resulting PLLA samples
ere used to characterize variations in the weight loss, thermal

tability, morphology, and chemical structures of the films.

.4. Weight loss measurement

The percentage weight loss of the degraded PLLA films was
alculated from the weights change before and after degradation
ccording to the following equation:

loss(%) = 100% × (Wbefore − Wafter)
(Wbefore)

,

here Wloss (%) is the percentage weight loss of the degraded PLLA
lm.

Wbefore and Wafter mean the weight of the pristine PLLA film
efore and after degradation.
e Science 262 (2012) 89– 94

3. Characterization of degradation of the PLLA film

3.1. ATR-FTIR

Identification of chemical structure of degraded PLLA film was
examined by IR spectrum by using a Nicolet Magna 760 spec-
trometer. The spectra were collected using the attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) mode with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and 64 scans
per sample in the region of 3780–680 cm−1.

3.2. TGA

TGA data were obtained using a TA Instruments Thermo gravi-
metric Analyzer, model Q500. 20 mg  of PLLA film were heated at
a rate of 10 ◦C/min from room temperature to 530 ◦C, under a dry
nitrogen gas flow rate of 40 mL/min.

3.3. SEM

All the PLLA films were coated with a thin gold layer using a
sputter coater and observed with a scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM, JSM-6500F, JEOL) at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. PLLA film preparation

High molecular weight PLLA is a thermoplastic polymer with
a glass transition around 60 ◦C and melting temperature in the
range of 170–210 ◦C, making it suitable for thermal processing.
Therefore, PLLA pellets were transformed into smooth, flat films
using a hot melting process under a pressure of 20,000 pounds
and at a temperature 180 ◦C maintained for 10 min. The resulting
PLLA film is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the thickness of the film was
around 40–50 �m.  In order to maintain the thickness of the PLLA
film, the PLLA film was  slowly cooled to room temperature while
maintaining a high pressure. PLLA can be crystallized by slowing
from melt or annealing at temperature above glass transition and
under strain. Moreover, semicrystalline polymers, such as PLLA, are
known to crystallize by chain folding forming lamella perpendic-
ular to the chain axis on the order of 10–30 nm [21]. Although it
was not our intention to form the crystalline structure in the PLLA
film, a rearrangement of the PLLA chain may  have caused the crys-
talline structure formed inside the film during the slow cooling
process.
Fig. 1. (a) PLLA fabricated from hot melting method (b) hydrolytic reaction of PLLA
film.
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ig. 2. Weight loss of PLLA film immersing in human gastric juice, HCl and PBS.
n vitro for further investigation. Weight change is one of the results
f polymer degradation. In this process, long polymer chains are
leaved to shorter chains that are able to migrate away from the
lm. Therefore, the weight of the original film is reduced. The

ig. 3. ATR-FTIR spectra of pristine PLLA film and degraded film for immersing in sol
800–3100 cm−1.
e Science 262 (2012) 89– 94 91

degradability of the PLLA film was  measured directly after collect-
ing the experimental pieces from an incubator. The weight change
measurements of the PLLA film during in vitro degradation are
shown in Fig. 2. Here, PLLA was incubated with human gastric juice,
PBS and HCl solution to evaluate degraded behavior PLLA film at
different condition. In addition, PBS and HCl solution were act as
control group for study the effect of digestive enzymes on degra-
dation of PLLA film. The degradation of PLLA is primarily due to the
hydrolysis of ester linkages, which occurs more or less randomly
along the backbone of the polymer. Fig. 1(b) also demonstrates the
necessity of water to cleave the bonds in the PLLA main chain and
degrade the film. For the nonenzymatic degradation, the degrada-
tion rate could be enhanced in acidic or alkaline condition. It might
be the reason why  the weight loss of PLLA immersed in the HCl
solution showed much more pronounced than in the PBS solution
before day 32. On the other hand, the digestive enzymatic degra-
dation occurred only on the surface of materials. The hydrophilic
digestive enzyme must react with the hydrophobic PLLA surface
and then degradation of PLLA might work. The result indicated that

the hydrolytic scission process might change the hydrophobic sur-
face of PLLA and the effective enzyme activity happened on day 21.
Therefore, the degradation rate of PLLA film in human gastric juice
accelerated at day 21 when compared with the PLLA film in HCl and

ution for 21 days (a) 680–3780 cm−1 (b) 890–900 cm−1 (c) 1700–1800 cm−1 (d)
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specific defect, which is commonly observed with hot-melting film
formation, as shown in Fig. 5(a). After 3 weeks of degradation, the
PLLA film was slightly eroded, and the amorphous domain was
partially removed, as shown in Fig. 5(b–d). Micro cracks and tiny

Table 1
Characteristic temperatures of the thermal stability of PLLA film.

Ts5 (◦C) Ts50 (◦C) Ts95 (◦C)

Pristine PLLA film 236 358 385
2 H.-M. Chang et al. / Applied 

BS solution. Finally, the data showed that the overall weight loss
f PLLA film in human gastric juice (57.9 wt%) was higher than that
or PLLA film in PBS (19.3 wt%) and HCl (21.6 wt%) solution after
eing immersed for 42 days.

Polymer degradation occurs mainly through the scission of the
ain chains or side chains of macromolecules. However, the degra-

ation of a polymer can be activated through hydrolysis, thermal
ctivation, biological activity, oxidation, or photolysis [22]. Gastric
uice is acidic (pH 1–3), and its main components are HCl, renin,
epsinogen gelatinas, and gastric amylase. Although no research
as been done on the effects of gastric juice on PLLA, it has been
eported that the enzymatic degradation of PLLA is more efficient
han hydrolytic degradation.

.3. Analysis of the surface characteristics of PLLA film by
TR-FTIR

The influence of a biological environment on changes on chemi-
al structure of biomaterials can be investigated by infrared spectra.
TIR analyses can provide further information of degradation prop-
rties. ATR-FTIR is used for surface characterization; therefore, the
urface properties of PLLA films degraded in various solutions were
tudied by ATR mode. Degraded PLLA films become brittle and are
ot easily measured by ATR-FTIR. We  chose 21-day degraded film

or the ATR-FTIR measurement. All four samples exhibited similar
TIR spectra, as shown in Fig. 3(a). For all degraded PLLA films, the
ppearances of a broad band in the 3000–4000 cm−1 region was
onfirmed to be the hydroxyl group in the carboxylic acid. Such a
arboxylic acid peak results from the hydrolysis of the PLLA ester
ond.

As shown in Fig. 3(b) for pristine PLLA film, a wide band at
53 cm−1 is detected before degradation. In contrast, a new band
t 921 cm−1 appeared after 3 weeks of degradation. It has been
eported that an absorption band at 921 cm−1 is characteristic of
he helix conformation in an alpha PLLA crystal state and that a
53 cm−1 band represents the amorphous state of PLLA [23–25].
herefore, the hydrolytic(nonenzymatic) and enzymatic degra-
ation of the amorphous regions between lamellae stacks likely

nfluences the chain stretching and CH3 rocking in the PLLA lamel-
ae resulting in the changing of crystalline and amorphous band
f PLLA. Similar results, where varied crystal morphologies were
btained after the enzymatic hydrolysis of PLLA with proteinase
, have been reported [26,27]. Fig. 3(c) illustrates changes to the

 O stretching band region (1800–1700 cm−1), where a shift to a
igher frequency corresponds with increasing crystallization. Also,
hanges to the C O band are connected with an increased num-
er of carboxylic end groups in the polymer chain that form during
ydrolytic degradation and during the cycle of enzymatic changes.
imilar results have been reported that relate shifts in the C O band
efer to the crystallization of PLLA [27]. The absorption bands at
995, 2940, and 2877 cm−1 (due to the stretching of CH3) are rep-
esentative of the amorphous structure of the PLLA film as shown
n Fig. 3(d). The amorphous structure of the PLLA film seemed to be
educed after degradation, an observation that is consistent with
revious reports.

.4. Thermal properties of degraded PLLA film

Fig. 4 shows the weight loss of the PLLA film after the thermal
egradation study. From these data, it is possible to precisely deter-
ine the thermal stability and kinetic parameters for the degraded

LLA films. It was observed the all the TGA curves presented a sig-

oidal shape, and it was clear that the decomposition proceeded

ccording a unique reaction within a narrow temperature range.
able 1 shows the characteristic temperatures of thermal decom-
osition including Ts5, the temperature at which 5% of the initial
Fig. 4. TGA analysis of pristine PLLA film and degraded PLLA film for immersing in
solution for 21 days.

mass is lost; Ts50, the temperature at which 50% of the initial mass
is lost; and Ts95, the temperature at which 95% of the initial mass
is lost. The temperature of thermal stability (Ts5) was 236 ◦C for
pristine PLLA film, whereas the degraded PLLA films were more
stable. Therefore, degraded PLLA film has a thermal stability higher
than that of pristine PLLA film. Thermal degraded at 5 wt%  is similar
with materials melting process which was  responsible for a certain
depolymerization processing. Indeed, it can be expected that crys-
talline PLLA in the film surface can withstand a given load up to
a higher temperature since the crystalline region should maintain
the stiffness of materials during the melting depolymerization pro-
cess. Ts50 was  358 ◦C for pristine PLLA film and between 336–349 ◦C
for degraded PLLA film. Ts95, which essentially conveys the quasi
destruction of materials, was 385 ◦C for pristine PLLA film and
between 365–375 ◦C for degraded PLLA film. Therefore, an inver-
sion of thermal stability behavior was  observed for Ts50 and Ts95 and
thermal stability was significantly higher in degraded PLLA than in
pristine PLLA. From this, we can conclude that the degradation pro-
cess can actually damage the chemical structure of the PLLA film
to produce total decomposition at a slightly higher temperature.
Moreover, it was observed that degrading the PLLA film in HCl and
PBS could slightly improve thermal stability when compared with
the PLLA film degraded in human gastric juice.

4.5. Analysis of the morphology characteristics of PLLA film by
SEM

Fig. 5 shows the SEM image of PLLA film made using a hot melt-
ing process and degraded by several solutions over 21 days. Before
degradation, the PLLA film appeared rather smooth and without
Human Gastric juicea 246 336 365
HCla 274 349 375
PBSa 272 348 374

a PLLA film was incubated at solution for 21 days
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Fig. 5. SEM micrograph of the surface of (a) pristine PLLA film and degraded 

inholes were observed in all the degraded PLLA films. It has been
eported that the degradation of aliphatic polyester begins with the
iffusion of water into the amorphous zone of the polymer creating
andom ruptures in the ester bonds [28]. Hydrolysis degradation of
LLA chains are randomly cleaved in PBS incubation and resulted
n small hole erosion in the surface as shown in Fig. 5(b). Under
cidic condition, the degradation of PLLA can be accelerated by OH
nd catalyzed hydrolysis [29]. Therefore, larger holes were formed
or the PLLA incubated in HCl solution (Fig. 5(c)). In addition, enzy-
atic degradation easily occurred on the amorphous region of PLLA
urface [30]. Therefore, the effect much more pronounced for PLLA
lm immersed in human gastric juice so that the process is charac-
erized as accelerated degradation. In Fig. 5(d), degraded PLLA film

Fig. 6. SEM micrograph of PLLA surface immersing in the human g
lm for immersing in (b) PBS (c) HCl and (d) human gastric juice for 21 days.

at 21 days shows a continuous nanostructure of inter-connected
pores, 100–200 nm in length.

After immersing the PLLA film in human gastric juice for 42 days,
surface cracks in the PLLA film were found, as shown in Fig. 6(a), and
a spiral-fiber structure was  obtained, as shown in Fig. 6(b). This may
explain why the PLLA films became brittle after being immersed
in human gastric juice for 42 days. These observations led to the
conclusion that the PLLA film was  not degraded by surface erosion,
but rather by bulk erosion. Degradation likely began at individual

points on the film’s surface and then propagated inside the film.
Therefore, the cracking on the film resulted in a fiber like structure
on the surface. The bulk erosion of aliphatic polyesters has been
supported by other findings [31–33].

astric juice for 42 days. (a) Crack region (b) fiber-like region.
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The enzymatic degradation progressed on the surface of the
LLA films, because the polymer chains were water-insoluble and
he enzyme molecules were water-soluble. It was concluded that
he enzymatic degradation proceeded mainly via a surface erosion

echanism [34]. Amorphous regions hydrolyzed more readily than
rystalline regions. The observed degradation product indicated
hat film structure could be described two phase contaminations.
LLA film was made using a hot melt-pressing method and was
lowly cooled while maintaining pressure. Therefore, the reorien-
ation or rearrangement of the molecular chains of PLLA may  have
ccurred during the cooling process. This seems to have caused
lternating crystalline and amorphous regions within the thin PLLA
lm. After degradation in gastric juice, a collapse of the film struc-
ure could completely separate the two independent segments.

. Conclusion

We have reported for the first time a degradation study of PLLA
lm in human gastric juice. A thin polymer film is required for
se as a gastro-jejunal tube anchored in the duodenum for duo-
enal exclusion. Therefore, we fabricated a PLLA film using a hot
eting process, which is common technique used in the plas-

ic industry. The fabricated PLLA film contained amorphous and
rystalline regions, and the degradation behavior of the PLLA film
as strongly dependent upon these two phases. ATR-FTIR spec-

roscopy was used for investigating surface functional groups, and
he presence of alpha-crystalline PLLA was discovered in PLLA film
egraded for 21 days in a human gastric juice solution. Further

nvestigations using TGA and SEM supported the results found with
TR-FTIR. Decomposition of the PLLA film began with surface ero-
ion in human gastric juice, after which water diffused into the
welling PLLA film for the next step of degradation. Eventually,
he pristine PLLA film was degraded into fragments, and the films
ecame very brittle after incubating in vitro for 42 days in human
astric juice. The next stages of our work will focus on produc-
ng crosslinking PLLA, and providing the mechanical properties of
uodenal wriggle when the PLLA film is initially implanted and
nchored in the duodenum.
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